The History of
THE LEADING POST AT SCHLESISCHER BUSCH

Twenty years after its fall the Berlin Wall has almost completly disappeared out of the cityscape.
Tourists taking photographs in front of the restored barack at the former allied checkpoint Charlie.

One checkpoint out of once 300: View to the Watchtower Schlesischer Busch, summer 2008

CONSTRUCTION AND FALL OF THE BERLIN WALL
On 9th of November 1989 the Berlin Wall came down and the GDR borders were
opened. One year later, the GDR stopped to exist. But till today the Berlin Wall
remains a symbol, a symbol for the Cold War, which splitted not only Germany but
the whole world in two parts, and a symbol for the constraints the SED (Socialist
Unity Party of Germany) put on its citizens.
The history of the Berlin Wall started in the night from 12th to 13th of August 1961.
Along the border between the Soviet and the west-allied sectors of Berlin, members
of the People’s police (Volkspolizei) and soldiers of the National People’s Army
(NVA) erected a provisional wall made of barbed wire and concrete blocks. In the
following decades the border facilities were developed and brought to perfection.
The Berlin Wall obtained one further meaning when on 9th of November 1989, as a
result of the Peaceful Revolution, the border crossings were opened and thousands
of East-Berliners swarmed unhamperedly into the other half of the city. With its fall
and soon disappearance the Berlin Wall then became a symbol for the peaceful
revolution and the surmounted division of Germany.
Why do the SED - under the leadership of Walter Ulbricht - take such drastic and
immensly elaborate measures like the building of the Wall in August 1961? One
important reason was the ongoing escape of GDR citizens to West-Berlin and the
Federal Republic of Gemany (FRG). Between 1945 and the erection of the Wall
about 3 million people left the GDR, without permission but relatively trouble-free.
The motives for escaping were economic or family reasons as well as discontent
with the political system of socialism which the USSR had installed in the GDR. For
the GDR, busy in reconstruction and with a strong demand for working forces, this
meant a real threat. Walter Ulbricht, party leader of the SED and Head of State of the
GDR, saw only one solution: The construction of the wall in Berlin which should stuff
up the loop-hole to the West. By building the Berlin Wall and the extension of the
national border to the FRG the GDR government no longer depended on the trust of
its citizens but henceforth forced them to stay in the country. An outward voyage was
no longer possible and even journeys were limited to a few occasions. Restricted
travelling was possible to other socialist countries. Just a few handpicked athletes,
artists, politicians, and senior citizens were allowed to travel to western countries.
Today, twenty years after the turnaround (Wende), the powerful symbol of Berlin’s
cityscape has almost completely vanished. Walls, fences, mines and watchtowers
along the inter-German border are dismantled. Idyllically situated in the Schlesischer
Busch Park on the border between Kreuzberg (West Berlin) and Treptow (East
Berlin) the watchtower is reminding of the time of the Berlin Wall until today.

Berlin – four sectors and their border crossings

Schematic Diagram of the border strip in Berlin.

BETWEEN TWO WALLS: THE BORDER FACILITIES
Using the term “the Berlin Wall” may produce the wrong assumption that the border
facilities consisted of just one wall that hardly changed its form during 1961 and
1989. But it is more realistic to visualise the Berlin Wall as a space-consuming
structure under permanent modification.
In the mid-70ies, the Berlin border strip consisted of the following elements
(described from East to West): the hinterland- or interior wall, made of jointed
concrete slabs, an alarm fence under low voltage which released honking and light
signals when touched, a continuous and paved road for the border troops’ vehicles
(“Kolonnenweg”), radio stations in regular distances, a row of lanterns along the
“Kolonnenweg” illuminating the adjoining border strip made of raked sand, and finally
the vorderland or exterior wall with a height from 3,60 to 4 meters. This wall
consisted of L-shaped concrete components with a tubing on top. A long and rising
“foot” on the eastern side averted the wall components to be knocked over by a
vehicle. The tubing should make a climbing more difficult.
The border strip being 70 to 500 meters wide was cutting a swath through the city. In
densely developed quarters in a Wilheminian style whole rows of houses were
victimised. First, the tenants were forced to move out and then all windows and
doors directing to the wall were closed with masonry. Later, quite a few buildings
were completely pulled down, and only a few outlived the GDR as uninhabited part
of the Wall.
The wide border strip should also prevent the building of tunnels which in the 60ies
made a few mass escapings possible. A further measure of the border troops was
painting the inner walls with white colour so that even under twilight conditions
movements and silhouettes on the border strip were easily to detect. Splinter-mines
were installed only along the FRG border, not along the Berlin Wall. But this was a
generally unknown fact to the GDR citizens which accrued to keeping low the
numbers of escape attempts over the Wall. Nevertheless, entering the border strip
remained perilous because the border troops were instructed to arrest all
unauthorised persons they picked up on the border strip and to stop any escape,
even at gunpoint.

The soldiers were distributed on several posts along the border strip. Anybody who was trespassing
the advanced post limiting – marked in red-white-green-white – had to reckon with the soldiers to
regard this as an escape attempt and to start shooting. (photo: border troops).

Border soldiers were working in couples to avoid any preparation for escaping. A classification looking
upon the reliability of the individual soldiers was developed to avert the combination of two soldiers
lacking in dependability (photo: border troops)

THE SOLDIERS AT THE BERLIN WALL
Walls, fences, alarm facilities and dogs alone wouldn’t have countervailed against
escapes over the wall. Just the soldiers turned the border into an almost
unsurmountable barrier. Who were these border soldiers ? How did their working day
look like ? Why were they performing an activity that committed them to shooting at
escaping persons ?
The border troops emerged from the border police and was established in
September 1961, soon after the erection of the Wall. They were subordinated to the
Ministry of National Defense. Their task was the monitoring of the GDR borders
which beside the Berlin Wall also included the FRG border, the Polish and the
Czechoslowakian borders as well as the sea border at the Baltic Sea. In 1962, the
compulsory military service was introduced which enroled all young male citizens of
the GDR to a six-month basic training with the NVA or the border troops. The military
service with the border troops were composed of two parts: the six-months basic
training at a boot camp and a service at the border for one year. An opportunity for
an alternative military service didn’t exist. Anybody who didn’t want to run a military
service involving armed combat was put into construction brigades (construction
soldiers). But the decision to become a construction soldier had its consequences:
former construction soldiers got no admittance for studying and also any job career
were in question. That was the price for one particular certainty: never to have a
weapon in one’s hand and never have to shoot at an escaping person.
Quite soon, soldiers running their regular military service became the largest group
among the border troops which in 1963 reached a troop level of 40.000 soldiers.
This confronted the leaders with a problem: in comparison to professional military
the draftees didn’t volunteered for the army. Hence the superiors had no guarantee
for a loyal monitoring of the borders which was officially labelled “service for peace”.
On the contrary, they had to fear that the border soldiers were using their knowledge
of the place for helping others with their escape or may even escape themselves.
Therefore all border troops received an ideological training.The instruction was run
by the political officers of the border troops and was aimed to justify the existence of
the Wall, the so called “anti-fascist barrier”, and to erase all possible doubts in the
rightness of the soldiers’ tasks.
There is no overall answer to the question what the border soldiers motivated. But it
stands to reason that the draftees had to be differed from the professional or shortservice soldiers. The ideologically and firmly convinced ones were possibly among
those who intended to run a military career and who volunteered for a minimum
service of three years or even for a military professional. The motives for the others
varied from thirst for adventures to improved job career perspectives triggered by the
military service. Many of them didn’t consider the consequences of their decision,
others yielded to the pressure exercised by their parents or school.

NO-ONE GETS THROUGH !

KEINER KOMMT DURCH, GENOSSEN

No one gets through, comrades
and that is a promise !
Not the Seduced
we let out of our country,
not the Seducer
we let into our country.
We’re averting
the misuse of fooling.

Keiner kommt durch, Genossen,
das sei versprochen!
Nicht den Verführten
lassen wir aus unserm Land,
nicht den Verführer
lassen wir zu uns herein.
Wir verhindern
den Missbrauch der Dummheit.

And that is a promise, comrades,
no one gets through !
Not the murderers in our country,
the newly created,
not the tempted
here to the will-o’-wisp swamp.
We shield the suicides
from their acts.

Das sei versprochen, Genossen,
keiner kommt durch!
Nicht die Mordbrenner in unser Land,
das neu gestaltete,
nicht die Verlockten
hier in den Irrlichtersumpf.
Wir schützen Selbstmörder
Vor ihren Taten.

And that is a promise, comrades,
no one gets through !
We excavate the root vole,
and withstand the rush.
Against the black-brown flood
the barrier will resist.
We swear:
No one gets through, comrades,
and that is a promise !

Das sei versprochen, Genossen,
keiner kommt durch!
Wir heben die Wühlmäuse aus,
halten den Anstürmen stand.
Gegen die schwarz-braune Flut
hält der Schutzwall.
Wir schwören:
Keiner kommt durch, Genossen,
das sei versprochen!

This text of the poet Helmut Preißler was part of an anthology published by the
Political Headquarters of the Border Troops. This and other texts, songs and poems
were used by the political and cultural officers in order to influence the border
soldiers ideologically.

WALL RELICS AND TRACES AT THE BORDER SECTION
SCHLESISCHER BUSCH
The situation at Schlesischer Busch was different from the densely developed urban
areas where complete houses became uninhabitable by the construction of the Wall.
Here you find the remains of a mixed forest which, until the middle of 19th century,
added a more rural character to the periphery. The huge oaks that are still
dominating the south-eastern part of the park are part of this historical tree
population. When looking down from the watchtower into the park one can
reconstruct the former line of the border by these trees for all other trees within the
border strip were cut down. Hence, the old oaks were already outside of the border
strip but already within the controlled restricted area with limited access.
In June 1974 the border facilities at Schlesischer Busch were modified. The border
strip was extended to a width of 250 meters, and the former mesh wire fence was
substituted by a wall made of concrete elements, the so-called hinterland wall. The
vorderland- or front wall proceeded along the narrow channel “Flutgraben” which
limited the Schlesischer Busch to the western direction. By the end of the 70ies a
leading post was built close to the Pushkin Alley, which was transformed into a dead
end by the construction of the Wall. This special watchtower was slightly set back
from the border strip, so that the hinterland wall had to be relocated and then
continued in a U-shape around the watchtower. Up to now, the course of the present
road passing the watchtower roughly reminds of the former course of the hinterland
wall. When following this road to the south-west (directed to “Lohmühleninsel”), one
find to the left some relics of a border fixing. This is part of an original factory wall
that – by constructing the Wall – became part of the safeguarding fore-front of the
Wall. Behind it the fill of the Görlitz railway proceeded. After the construction of the
Wall freight trains on their way from Neukölln to the Görlitz train station had to cross
for a short distance east-Berlin territory at Kreuzberg. There was a gate on the tracks
at the Kiefholzstrasse where a border post jumped up and accompanied the train to
a second gate at the Landwehr-Channel. The iron monitoring bridge, from which the
trains were controlled, still exists today.
The critical point (for the border troops) close to the railroad filling was controlled
from two watchtowers which were situated in front and behind the filling. The next
two watchtowers to the opposite direction were situated admidst the barricade
facilities of the GDR customs in the river Spree. Till today remains of this border
crossing for ships still exist, including its lanterns. A good look on it you get from the
end of Eichenstrasse. On the way to Eichenstrasse one passes the Pushkin Alley
and finds another small leftover of the Wall. This wall – presently covered by graffiti –
was also part of the fore-front safeguarding. The construction of the Wall turned the
busy streets of Schlesische Strasse / Vor dem Schlesischen Tor / Puschkinallee into
a dead end. For the western gas station at the Freiarchenbrücke, directly situated at
the Wall, the construction of the Wall became the economic exitus.

The border commando “Mitte” was in charge for the surveillance of the border in and around Berlin
with its total length of 156.4 kilometers. By the mid-eighties the border section Schlesischer Busch fell
within the remit of the Border Regiment 33 „Heinrich Dorrenbach“. The casern of the border regiment
stood at the Pushkin Alley close to the border watchtower (photo of border troops).

On this picture you can see the Kolonnenweg in the middle, furthermore the control strip and the
lantern illuminating it. In the background to the left, located within the border section: the premises of
the bus- and lorry-repair station and the depot of the Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe (public transportation
services, BVB).

Between Leading post and the next watchtower at the railroad filling a gate in the wall offered a
possibility for passing hinterland wall and signal fence.

Although for the West-Berliners the Wall was almost at hand reach most inhabitants
of East-Berlin couldn’t even see the Wall due to the installation of the wide restricted
area in front of the border facilities.
Today the course of the front wall is marked with a double-row of stones embedded
in the street and pavement of the Puschkinallee. Across the road the wall proceeded
along the course of the Flutgraben and ended at the facade of the recessed threestorey building of the VEB Bus and Truck Service Station (VEB OLW), nowadays
accomodating the Flutgraben e.V. The slightly raised asphalt ground on the green
space across the Puschkinallee, visible from the watchtower, has also been part of
the border facilities. This was the reversing track loop for the vehicles on the
Kolonnenweg which was at this point interrupted by the building and the Spree
behind. The three lanterns, each with double spotlights, were also part of the border
facilities. In the eighties, a training ground for the dogs of the border troops (K-9) was
established, directly behind the leading post but already outside the border strip. The
use of dogs at the border strip was common practise till the beginning of the eighties,
at Schlesischer Busch the use of more than 100 dogs including dog handlers are
documented even until the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. Most of the time the dogs
were kept in patroling facilities. Fixed by short chains they were patroling on long
tautened ropes. They were kept for safeguarding the huge and difficult-to-observe
area of the BVB Service Station and the VEB OLW.

Guarded ride through East-Berlin territory: The Görlitz Railroad filling with monitoring bridge and Gate
through the Wall (Photo: border troops).

Aerial photo of the Border Section Schlesischer Busch, 1979. bottom left: railways crossing the border
section towards Kreuzberg; above you see the Lohmühleninsel, which is borderd by LandwehrChannel and Flutgraben. Easy to identify the disconnected Puschkinallee. In the Spree you also see
the footbridges of the GDR customs, also used by the border troops.

THE LEADING POST AT THE SCHLESISCHER BUSCH
From the very beginning watchtowers played an important role in the monitoring of
the border. Until the fall of the Wall, their number increased continuously, and they
were, like all elements of the border facilities, permanently enhanced and improved
to their best function. Soon after the 13th of August 1961 the first watchtowers were
erected along the Berlin Wall. These wooden towers were up to 20 meters high and
carried a spotlight on the roof for a permanent day-and-night observation of the
border section. By 1970, a new type of watchtower was introduced: the watchtowers
BT-6 to BT-11. They consisted of 6 to 11 pre-fabricated concrete parts which formed
a slim stair tower on a round ground plan, carrying a polygonal observation cabin.
However, the narrow stairs complicated the fast quitting of the tower and they tended
to swinging at higher wind speeds. For that reason another type of watchtower was
developed, made of pre-fabricated concrete parts with a ground plan of 2x2 meters
and approx. 12 meters high.
By the middle of the seventies the watchtowers were lined so closely along the
Kolonnenweg that the border troops of neighbouring towers were able to see each
other, In 1989, there were 302 watchtowers along the Berlin Wall, 33 of them were
leading posts.
The four-storey high leading posts, made of pre-fabricated concrete parts, formed
the organisational center of the border section. From here the officer on duty was
instructing his soldiers. The leading post was also the place were all signals of the
electronic facilities ran together, f.i. the signal fences or the border section’s
transmission lines. All occurences at the border section were at first registered by
the officer in the leading post and then forwarded to the head of guard on the border
strip. So the function of the leading post was not only to monitor the surrounding
border area – like it was for the watchtowers – but also to conduct the complete
border section. The leading posts differed also from the usual watchtowers by having
more space and larger comfort. Only they were equipped with heating and toilets. In
the basement there were the central-heating boiler, and the electricity and telephone
mainlines. A metallic switchboard for the electric connections of the border signal
fence, the telephone mainlines and an emergency power generator still exists. In the
basement the central room is sidelined by four rooms, each separated by small
wooden doors. These rooms were used for the toilet and as armoury. One room is
equipped with a concrete bench and with airholes in the door. This bullpen was used
to keep hold of the persons picked up on the border strip until they were handed
over to the Stasi (Stasi = state security, secret service of the GDR and investigating
agency for political offences).
Cliffy stairs made of grates connected the floors. The first floor was used as
recreational room and bedroom, particularly when in cases of higher alert additional
soldiers were mobilised. This was always the case when due to fog or certain
political incidents a higher rate of escape attempts were expected. Embedded in the

There is still a switchbord in the basement of the watchtower. Also in the basement the number of the
watchtower is shining forth, beneath you find the abbreviated date of the last check-up run by the site
inspection. The Fall of the Berlin Wall made the next check-up, planned for March 1991, obsolete.
The searchlight on the roof can be handled from the watch cabin.

walls there are 8 iron shutters which look like loopholes but were much more likely
used for air ventilation.
On the upper floor there is the watch cabin (“Freiwache”). From its steel-framed
windows you have a perfect view into all directions. One has to imagine the now
empty room as fully equipped: Around a big electronic switchboard at room center,
where the signals of the entire border sector got together, there were a telephone
system, a radio, desks, chairs and a wardrobe. With a cable chute running from
basement to the upperfloor, it was easy to lay these cables which on the upper floor
were hidden under the flooring. Climbing up a steep iron ladder the soldiers got on
the roof that was bordered with a handrail. There was an antenna for radio
communication, an alarm hooter, and a big searchlight. The searchlight still exists
today, together with its handle and concave mirror.
By June 1990 the last soldiers were removed from the border section. Four years
later the section’s conversion into a park began. Due to the “Museum of Forbidden
Art”, in particular the engagement of Mr Kalle Winkler, the watchtower still exists and
was not pulled down as the Bundeswehr (German armed forces) first intended. From
1990 till 2000 the Museum furnished the watchtower with alternating programm
using it as memorial, gallery and café. Since 1992, the watchtower is under
monument protection. In 2004, the watchtower underwent an exact restoration,
financed and supported by means of the Bundesagentur für Arbeit (Job Agency), the
city Berlin and the Council of the Berlin Borough of Treptow-Köpenick. Since then it
is used by the Flutgraben association.

Demolition of the border facilities at Schlesischer Busch in the early summer ...

... and in September 1990, at the end of a “short summer of anarchy”.

THE DEAD ON THE BORDER SECTION
The soldiers at the Berlin Wall and the border troops along the inter-German border
were instructed to avert all border violations by any means. All persons being on the
border section without permission were defined as border violators. All missions at
the border section started with a muster at the casern and the issuing of the order “to
detect, to arrest and if necessary, to annihilate the border violators”. Subsequently all
soldiers were equipped with machine-guns.
The use of firearms turned the Berlin Wall into a hurdle which could be surmounted
only under extreme mortal danger and with a lot of luck. Nevertheless, many people
tried to escape over the Berlin Wall. From August 1961 until November 1989 about
6.000 GDR citizens succeeded in escaping over the Berlin Wall. In the time span
between the construction and the fall of the Wall a total of about 40.000 people
escaped from the GDR to Western Germany. But the number of those who failed
and went into prison for charges of “Attempted Republic Escape” was considerably
higher: about 75.000 for the whole GDR. The penalty for “border violation” varied
from 2 years of detention for first offenders to 8 years for grave offenders. Grave
offences were defined as: trying to escape in a group, using devices like vehicles or
weapons, or in case of repeated attempts.
There are no exact figures of how many escapes failed or succeeded at the Treptow
border section. Mainly the spectacular flights got famous.. In 1962, 13 East-Berliners
and a child captured the pleasure boat “Friedrich Wolf” of the White Fleet, crossed
the Spree under permanent border troop rifle fire and reached the Kreuzberg
waterside unharmed. In 1963 an armoured car succeeded in breaking through the
Wall at Elsenstrasse. In 1983 two brothers escaped by using rope, bow and arrow
for crossing the rather narrow border strip at Bouchéstrasse. Until the end-eighties
the area of the Bus- and Lorry Service Station (VEB OLW) was repeatedly and
successfully used for escapes.
The GDR border regime is responsibe for the dying of more than 130 people in
Berlin, 20 of them in Treptow. Among these casualties were refugees, escape agents
and border soldiers. On 5th of February 1989 Chris Gueffroy was shot down by
border soldiers when trying to cross the Britz junction channel on the Treptow border
section in order to reach West Berlin. He became the last killed person of the Berlin
Wall. The casualties at the Berlin Wall were kept under military secret. The world
public should learn as little as possible about the real figures of Berlin Wall casualties
(“Mauertote”) and the circumstances of their dying. The GDR state-controlled media
didn’t publish these informations or falsified them. The relatives were told lies about
the whereabouts of the missing persons. For many persons concerned who only
after the fall of the Wall learned about the real fate of their missing relatives, this
practise was a particularly painful one.
Soldiers who shot down and killed a refugee mustn’t be afraid of any negative
consequences. In contrast, they were decorated for their doing and rewarded with
money, special leave or promotion. This was general practise, even when evidently
for the arrest other options than gunfire existed. After the Turnaround quite a few
riflemen were sentenced in the course of the “East German Border Guard Law
Suits”. But most of the cases ended in suspended sentences. The last commander
of the border troops, Klaus-Dieter Baumgarten, was sentenced for several years in
1996.

At Kiefholtzstrasse 333 a memorial reminds of the two children, Jörg Hartmann and Lothar Schleuser,
aged 10 and 13 years, who were shot down in 1966. The memorial is dedicated to the Treptow
victims of the Wall.

Elsenstrasse at the corner of Heidelberger Strasse: In March 1962 25 East-Berliners crawled from
one cellar to the the cellar of the neighbouring house; their escape agent, Heinz Jercha, was shot
down by Stasi agents. The photo displays the today’s situation with the marking of the former wall
course.

IMPRINT
Letzte Überprüfung
Since 2005, the former watchtower has become the initial point for artistic
discussions on the “Border” topic by site-oriented, interventionistic and situative
presentations of international artists. Within the memorial and locations reminding of
the Berlin Wall and the German Division, „Letzte Überprüfung“ expresses an
independent position, particularly by the approach of combining the past and the
presence by means of artistic interventions.
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